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PRODUCTIVITY MATTERS
TO BUSINESS
The objective of every business is to ensure that revenue
stays ahead of costs. It is important to exercise due
diligence and make correct technology investments
to avoid unnecessary spending and unforeseen downtime,
thereby realizing enhanced revenue per employee.

To transform productivity, the focus must be on:
High-performance Devices
that feature the latest processors, graphics,
high-speed memory, and secure storage
solutions suited to each organization.

LENOVO’S
THINKPAD E SERIES
TRANSFORM
PRODUCTIVITY
ThinkPad E Series laptops combine powerful processing, advanced
storage technologies, leading-edge security features, and enhanced
battery life to enable superior productivity.
From simplifying the adoption of new technologies to amplifying
productivity, ThinkPad E Series laptops enable your organization
to advance business priorities.

Endpoint Device Management
to reduce excessive dependencies on IT teams,
and ensure uniform deployments of system updates,
security patches, and effective problem resolution.

Interruption Mitigation Tools
that provide quick and effective resolution
to disruptions.

Communication Enhancement
through advanced connectivity tools that ensure
effortless collaboration between teams.

Choice of Intel®
and AMD Processors

Dual Drive Storage

Full-HD with IPS

Blaze through everyday computing
tasks, from checking your email
to running heavy-duty software.
For your productivity requirements,
you have a choice between
Intel® and AMD Processors.

Experience the responsiveness
of a solid state drive (SSD)
and the extra capacity of a hard
disk drive. The system prioritizes
frequently used applications,
and loads them faster,
improving performance.

Enjoy visual clarity with true
colors, minimized glare, and wide
viewing angles. The full-HD In-Plane
Switching (IPS) display allows
you to take optimum advantage
of Windows 10 Pro applications
with maximum eye comfort.

Docking Options

Thermal Engineering

USB-C Ports

USB-C Docking solutions make
for easy connectivity. These docks
include a variety of connectivity
ports, allowing easy multitasking
and collaboration.

This series features an intelligent
fan design and sensors
to manage heat dissipation
and processor output. It keeps
your device optimized for peak
performance while making
the best use of battery life.

Enjoy the efficiency and
versatility of an I/O solution
that allows you to connect
a 4K display. It enables
high-speed networking with
a peer-to-peer connection
to easily transfer files.

SSD

Software Features for Productivity
Lenovo Vantage provides easy and quick access to software updates, personalized settings, hardware diagnostics, warranty information,
and technical support, all in one place. Using Lenovo Vantage helps you get the most out of your E Series laptop.

Lenovo Vantage
Vantage Control Integrated
with Cortana
While focusing on critical tasks, you can make
use of this voice-based digital assistant to
quickly manage mundane tasks such as setting
up reminders, turning on the keyboard backlight
when you need it, or checking for updates to
keep your PC optimized for best performance.

Vantage Assist
Experience its unique and intelligent
features by integrating with Google
and Office 365 calendars. The battery
optimizer analyzes your meeting
schedule and reminds you to carry
an AC charger to a long meeting,
so your meetings are not interrupted.

Seamless and
Automatic Updates
Vantage’s update engine ensures
that you install critical and
recommended updates automatically.
Your system stays optimized for the
best performance while reducing
the workload on IT teams.
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To know more, connect with a local representative or a Lenovo reseller.
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